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THE HOLY SPIRIT OF TRUTH

ACT OF CONTRITION

Oh my God, I am hearly sorry for having offended Thee,
and I detest all my sins because of Thy just punishments,
but most of all because they offend Thee, my God,
Who art all good and deserving of all my love.
I firmly resolve with the help of Thy grace to sin no more
and and to avoid the near occasion of sin.  Amen.

TRUE OR FALSE QUESTIONS
  
___ 1. Catholics understand faith to be “blind“ and exclusively concerned with the heart, not the
    
     mind.

___ 2. We know for certain that what the Bible revelas about creaon contradicts what science has
          proven, so we see that euthenc faith and true science may necessarily contradict one another
     at mes.

___ 3. God is the source of supernatural truth, whereas man is the source of natural truth.

___ 4. According to the Catechism, “The Church teaches that one true God, our Creator and Lord, can
     be known with certainty from His works, by the natural light of human reason.“

___ 5. All Divine Revelaon is found exclusively in Scripture, which provides the authoritave rule and
     standard of faith.

______ 6. Catholics affirm that authenc freedom and love requires that I construct my own truth that 
     others must accept even if my truth contradicts theirs. 

___ 7. Scienfic truths can be known with certainty, whereas religious truths cannot. 
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NOTES
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TRUE DOCTRINE TO WHICH WE ASSENT (“I BELIEVE“) — ONE SACRED DEPOSIT OF FAITH

   - Accepted by the Apostles and passed on through Bishops — Magisterium

   - Essenal lived experience and pracce of the faith developed in connuity through the 
     centuries — Tradion

   - Wrien inspired Word of God given to us and interpreted by the Church — Scripture

MASS — FORMATION IN THE TRUTH ABOUT THE PRESENT, PAST, AND FUTURE

      - The Truth about God — “In the Name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit”

   - The Truth about Sin, Suffering, and Death in a Fallen World — Sign of the Cross, “I Confess” 
   - The Truth about Mercy, Grace, and Redempon — “Kyrie Eleison,” “Gloria”

   - The Truth as Good News and God’s Revelaon — Scripture, Homily, Creed

   - The Truth about Communicang with God: Prayer — Pe ons, Eucharisc Prayer

   - The Truth about Christ’s Presence with Us unl the End of Time — Eucharist

      - The Truth about Holy Communion on Earth and in Heaven — Communion

   - The Truth about the Responsibility of Mission — “Go and announce the Gospel of the Lord”
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NATURAL LAW — ASK THE HOLY SPIRIT TO HELP YOU FIRMLY ASSENT TO THE TRUTHS ABOUT NATURAL LAW, 
ABOUT BROKENESS SINCE THE FALL, AND ABOUT REDEMPTION IN CHRIST

   - In goodness and love God created all visible and invisible creatures and persons from nothing
      - Human persons are made in God’s image and likeness and are therefore sacred and to be treated with 
     love as they have equal dignity
         - Sexual identy is either male or female
      - Marriage is between a male and female becoming “one body” to “ll and keep” all creaon in 
     complementary dominion and to “be fruiul and mulply and fill the face of the earth”— they complete 
     creaon with the Creator as co-workers and “pro-creators”

   - The Reality behind all visible and invisible reality is God, who can be known with certainty

THE TRUTH ABOUT OUR BROKENESS — BODY AND SOUL — AFTER THE FALL

      - Intellect — prone to ignorance and error
   - Will — troubled by fear and forbidden fruit
   - Emoons — misdirected and difficult to master
   - Body — suffering, disease, death

THE TRUTH ABOUT REDEMPTION — BY MERCY AND GRACE GOD HEALS OUR WOUNDS BY WOUNDS OF 
CHRIST — HUMILITY REQUIRES THAT WE ACKNOWLEDGE WE ARE WOUNDED AND NEED CHRIST‘S WOUNDS 
TO HEAL US

THE HOTHE HOLY SPIRIT WILL REVEAL THE TRUTH TO YOU IF YOU — BELIEVE, CELEBRATE, LIVE, PRAY  

   - Believe — Renew your Bapsmal Promises each morning

   - Celebrate — Cooperate with the Holy Spirit and Worship in Spirit and Truth:

      -  If you are aware of grave or mortal sin(s) — Go to Confession

      - Aend Mass when required and receive communion in a state of grace 
        Having confessed all unconfessed mortal sins in the Sacrament of Reconciliaon beforehand

   - Life — Ask the Holy Spirit and your guardian angel to remind you:

            - To acknowledge Christ’s Presence in the Eucharist at points during each day

      - To call upon Mary at points during each day

      - To call upon the Holy Spirit to increase your love of God        
          - In mes when you are tempted to sin out of fear

          - In mes when you are tempted to sin by “eang” forbidden fruit

   - Prayer — Examinaon of Conscience and sincere “Act of Contrion,” “Our Father,” “Hail Mary,” and
        “Glory Be” before going to sleep

   - Central Focus                  - Ge ng into and remaining in a state of grace by obeying God, which bears fruit by:
                   - Giving clarity of vision— Purity of Heart
                            - Pu ng love of God and neighbor into acon

FINDING TRUTH FOR FORMATION IN THE TRUTH



Call upon the Holy Spirit to help you know the truth about how God sees you today — in both your
goodness and virtue, and your brokenness and sin. Name what He sees in you that is good and virtuous, 
and what is broken and sinful.

By the power of the Holy Spirit, offer your goodness and virtues, brokenness and sins to our Father
through Christ present in the Eucharist. 

Open your hearts to accept whatever message and grace the Father gives you through Christ in the
power of the Holy Spirit.  
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CLOSING REFLECTION


